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The Lesser Evil

U

NWANTED by more than half the nation, the Conservatives were returned for a third term on October
8. With 49.4 per cent of the total vote they secured 365 of
the 630 seats in the Commons—an overall majority of 100.
The Liberals, with almost twice as many candidates (217)
as in 1955 (110) more than doubled their vote. But the
first-past-the-post electoral system prevented them from
increasing their parliamentary representation. They held
five seats, lost Torrington and won adjoining North Devon.
Mr Jeremy Thorpe assumes the place on the Liberal bench
vacated by Mr. Mark Bonham-Carter. Neither gentleman
is known as a supporter of the policies we advocate.
The composition of the new lower House and the votes
polled are shown in bold type in the following table. The
italic figures relate to the 1955 General Election.
Cons.

Seats
Votes
Percentage of
votes polled

Lab.

Lib.

6

365

258

344

295

6

13,750,935

12,216,166

1,640,761

13,310,891

12,405,254

722,402

49.4

43.8

5.9

49.74

46.36

2.7

There is also one independent in the new House —Sir
David Robertson (Caithness and Sutherland) who resigned
the Conservative whip during the last Parliament.
The figures reveal the glaring injustice of the British
electoral system. The Conservatives have roughly 50 seats
more than their proportion of the votes warrants, and the
Liberals have 30 too few. It is safe to say that there must
be at least as much support for the Liberals in the twothirds of the country which they did not contest as in the
one-third where they did stand. On that reckoning, the
party has not more, and probably much less, than onetwelfth of the parliamentary representation which is its
due.
The Conservatives' net gain of 27 seats and four hundred
thousand extra votes is no landslide. Nor is it a popular
endorsement of Tory policies. Rather is it a rejection of

Labour's plans to extend nationalisation. Twelve years'
experience of state industry has convinced the majority,
including some members and many supporters of the
Labour Party, that it benefits neither employees nor consumers and imposes a heavy burden on taxpayers. Intensive propaganda campaigns conducted by the threatened
industries and by business generally drove the lesson home.
The state-owned railways are not so outstandingly
successful as to encourage enthusiastic popular support for
proposals to renationalise road haulage. Nor could voters
see any point in exchanging government control of iron
and steel for state ownership, particularly in view of the
good labour relations in the industry.
Equally unappealing was Labour's plan to "municipalise" rent-controlled housing. Those who own their homes
and Council tenants — together forming the majority of
householders — would have had to pay more in rates and
taxes without gaining any of the benefits which the scheme
was said to offer. Those directly affected included many
who would do anything rather than suffer the stigma of
being Council tenants. Snobbery and a hatred of bumbledom are powerful political forces. Moreover, after modernisation and improvement, the rents of municipalised dwellings were to have been increased — to "fair" levels.
The Englishman's home may be his "castle" but after
years of rent restriction and Council housing he begrudges
every penny he pays to his landlord. Recognising this, and
throwing principle to the wind in a bid to retain power
at all cost, the Conservatives disarmingly pledged that they
would do nothing in Parliament to increase rents. Whether
those who interpreted this as meaning that the present
level of rents will be maintained for the next five years
were misled (as we believe) remains to be seen.
All through a glorious summer the poster hoardings in
every town and village have proclaimed: "Life is better
with the Conservatives". A forest of television aerials and
traffic jams on the roads to the coast have lent verisimilitude to the carefully chosen wording. The posters did not

claim that it was because of the Conservatives that life is
"better" nor did they say for whom or disclose the base
date chosen for the comparison. (Before the war bus
drivers, policemen, postmen and Government clerks were
able to buy their own houses, and run a small car, and
have seaside holidays, and pay school fees without sending
their wives out to work and without the aid of family
allowances. How many of them can do any of those things
on a single pay packet today?)
The posters added the warning plea: "Don't let Labour
spoil it." Since, apart from nationalisation, the Conservative and Labour home policies were almost indistinguishable, electors saw no reason to gamble what they have for
what they might have had from Labour.
It may be regrettable although it is perfectly understandable, that the ordinary voter takes comparatively little
interest in questions of colonial and foreign policy, where
the difference between the two parties is most marked.
As a result, Labour talk (echoed by the Liberals) about
Suez, Cyprus, Nyasaland and Hola made little political
impact. This little was more than offset by the cleavage
in the Labour Party over the H-Bomb and sedulous Tory
propaganda that Mr. Macmillan's visit to Moscow had
led to the present apparent thaw in east-west relations.
Mounting public concern about the trade unions undoubtedly contributed to the Conservative victory. There
have been reports of union tyranny and victimisation, as
well as a long succession of strikes, both official and
unofficial. During the week before the Election, tens of
thousands of men in factories throughout the country
were rendered idle by an unofficial stoppage at British
Oxygen. Conservatives are timorous in their dealings with
organised labour but, so the uncommitted voter may have
reasoned, better that than a government in the pocket of
the unions. Labour's ill-advised claim—in the party manifesto—that the unions could not be expected to behave
themselves except under a Labour Government "ready to
use the necessary controls" ought to have swung a sizeable
wad of votes towards the Tories. The Englishman dislikes
blackmail threats.
The choice on October 8 was between "evils" and it is
some satisfaction that the electorate had the wit to choose
the lesser of the two. Departing from our normal political
neutrality we confess disappointment that the Liberals
failed to increase their representation. Parliament and
democracy would have been revitalised and strengthened
by the presence of even half a dozen more Members, free
to speak and vote without fear of the whip.
So far as the paramount economic issues are concerned,
the Liberals' misfortune makes not a scrap of difference.
The party leadership is at best lukewarm about free trade
and even includes some who want Britain to seek membership of the highly protected Common Market. It is
completely indifferent to the even more vital question of
whether the community at large is forever to be deprived
of the rent of land which it creates by its presence and
activities. Even the lesser, related question of whether
local taxation should continue to fall, with disastrous con178

sequences, on buildings or should be switched to the value
of the sites they occupy appears to have no place in the
thoughts of those in command of the Liberal Party. In
the main the Liberals who came nearest to victory peddled
the tawdry wares pre-packed by party headquarters. There
should be rejoicing, not tears, that they were defeated.
The election has shown that—for a Liberal—silence about
the land monopoly does not automatically ensure a seat
in the Commons.
The two defeated parties have to do some serious "rethinking". Labour must either drop discredited nationalisation and unwanted controls or slowly disintegrate in the
political wilderness. Scarcely a week after the election
cautious voices were raised within the party urging the
first course. If that view prevails, the Labour Party will
have to rewrite its constitution. And, unless, it is to play
Tweedle Dum to the Tories' Tweedle Dee, it will have to
abandon protection and once again espouse land-value
taxation.
The policy "re-thinkers" might be well-advised to look
up a file copy of the Manifesto issued by the Labour Party
in 1923. In that year, Mr. Baldwin, Conservative Prime
Minister, went to the country to secure a mandate to
institute Protection as a cure for unemployment. The
Conservatives were defeated, the Labour and Liberal
Parties having a joint majority of 85. The Manifesto included these passages:—
"The Labour Party challenges the tariff policy and
the whole conception of economic relations underlying
it. Tariffs are not a remedy for unemployment. They
are an impediment to the free interchange of goods
and services upon which civilised society rests. They
foster a spirit of profiteering, materialism, and selfishness, poison the life of nations, lead to corruption in
politics, promote trusts and monopolies, and impoverish the people. They perpetuate inequalities in the
distribution of the world's wealth won by the labour
of hands and brain . . .
"The Labour Party proposes to restore to the people
their lost rights in the land, including minerals, and to
that end will work for re-equipping the Land Valuation
Department, securing to the community the economic
rent of land, and facilitating the acquisition of land
for public use."
The Liberals, too, will have to decide whether to bring
their policy into line with their Constitution or vice versa.
In part this states that the goal of the party at home is
"'to create the positive conditions which will make a
full and free life possible for all citizens—liberty under
Free Trade to buy, sell and produce... access to land
and an assurance that publicly-created land values
shall not be engrossed by private interests... These are
the conditions of liberty, which it is the function of
the state to protect and enlarge."
The vogue for "re-thinking" may even encourage Conservative dialecticians (the Bow Group, perhaps) to attempt
to reconcile Tory talk of a property-owning democracy
with Tory support for a property-destructive rating system.
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How The Candidates Replied
the election, the United Committee for the
BEFORE
Taxation of Land Values sent a questionnaire to every
candidate.

These asked whether the candidate, if elected,

would:—
(1) Promote or support a Bill to introduce land-value
rating ?
(2) Promote or support a Bill to introduce a uniform
national tax on land values?
(3) Work for the unilateral removal of British barriers
against imports, including Exchange Control?
With the questionnaire was sent a copy of the Rating
Reformer leaflet reproduced in our previous issue.
(Copies of the questionnaire and leaflet were also sent to
more than 500 newspapers.) Below and on the following
pages we summarise the replies received.
CONSERVATIVE PARTY
HE only Conservative who replied "yes" to all three
questions was J. Gouldbourn (Westhoughton). He was
defeated.
Sir Harry Hylton-Foster, Q.C. (Cities of London and
Westminster) wrote most courteously : " I have made but
a limited study of the land value rating system, and should
not be frank with you if I did not confess that I am not,
in the present state of my knowledge or ignorance as the
case may be, convinced by the arguments advanced in
favour of the system." None of the few elected Conservatives who replied was in favour of our proposals.
The majority of Conservative replies were either negative
or variations on a theme obviously put out by party headquarters. This was that the Minister of Housing and Local
Government some months ago set up a Working Party to
examine many aspects of rating law and that the wise
course is to await its findings. There was a healthy diversity in the replies to the free trade question ranging from
point-blank "no" to an unqualified "yes" from Geoffrey
Howe (Aberavon) and K. G. Routledge (Birkenhead).
Some candidates favour a multilateral or bilateral approach
to the problem of trade barriers. Others support so-called
European free trade. Many ignored the question.

T

An interesting reply to the land value rating question
came from Kenneth Burden (Islington East): " I am in
general sympathy with this but only as a substitution for,
not an addition to, existing rates. But how would you
suggest a fair method of apportionment between occupiers
of blocks of flats and offices ? "
G. M. Pierce (Wrexham) stated categorically that a land
value tax "could not operate universally". Douglas Sisson
(Goole) wrote: " The substitution of such a tax for all
taxation cannot, I think, be the complete answer as many
individuals are in a position to make profits without payment of a land value tax." He is " not satisfied that the
present rating system is the best we could have and would
approach with an open mind the question of substituting
land value rating".
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LABOUR PARTY
EPLIES were received from Labour candidates. Of
these only three were elected: Robert Edwards (Bilston)—"yes" to all three questions; James Mclnnes (Glasgow, Central)—"yes" to the two land value questions ; and
Arthur Woodburn (Clackmannan) who "would like to see
some progress in recovering increased land values".
These five Labour candidates wrote "yes" to each question : J. Finnigan (Bridgwater) ; G. Hickman (W. Enfield) ;
A. E. Kitts (W. Derbyshire); R. B. Stirling (Sudbury &
Woodbridge); and F. Venables (Wirral).
Other Labour candidates who, if elected, would have
supported legislation to rate and/or tax land values were:
Tom Braddock (Kingston-upon-Thames); W. G. Fordham
(Wycombe); Mrs. Nora Hinks (Edgbaston); C. R. Hobson
(Keighley); W. H. Hutchinson (Tynemouth); F. R. Mason
(Worthing)—in addition he favours a form of local income
tax for owners of houses, and supports free trade; Edwin
Reid (Stretford); J. H. Swann (Ripon); E. J. Trevett
(Southend East); and R. G. Ward (Ashford).
Sixteen other unsuccessful Labour candidates answered.
Not one replied "yes" to the free trade question although
Mr. Frank McManus (Morecambe) wrote: "Tariff barriers
are in general undesirable, though occasionally such a barrier might be temporarily useful in checking the spread of
sweated-labour conditions. Subject to this proviso my
answer is 'yes'." Four of the candidates regard free trade
as "an ideal" which is "not practicable" in present circumstances.
Notable replies to the land values questions were as follows: Mr. F. McManus recognises the need for rating
reform and would carefully consider our proposal. He
supports L.V.T. Arthur Ledger (Henley): "In principle I
agree with the need for rating reform and have in the past
looked with sympathy on taxation of land values". He
could not commit himself. Neither could Eric Deakins
(Finchley) who is "interested in this subject".

R

One of our readers received a letter as follows from
the Secretary of the Labour Party: 6th October, 1959
Dear Mr. —,
Thank you for your letter of 29th September,
about capital gains taxation. I feel that you oversimplify the realities of economic life in placing
Such exclusive reliance on land value taxation. Increases in land value will be subject to the capital
gains tax which we propose, and it will therefore
enable us to share the increases of wealth that
result from the expansion of the whole economy.
It will also enable us to share the wealth that
accrues to factors other than land, for instance the
gains in the ordinary shares of companies.
Yours sincerely,
MORGAN PHILLIPS
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The Case for Reform
Briefly Stated
The Questionaire sent to all candidates set out as
below some reasons why local and national taxation
should be based on land values, and why protection
should be swept away.
RATING REFORM. As levied at present, rates
deter and penalise development, making houses
and buildings dear to buy or rent. They impose
on occupiers of well-improved property a heavy
and often unfair burden. They divide society
into groups (e.g. holders of rate-exempt idle sites
and farm land and partially de-rated industrialists, etc.). They encourage withholding of land
from use, raising its price to prohibitive levels, to
the detriment alike of industry, commerce, homeseekers and the public authorities.
The LAND VALUE RATING SYSTEM has
exactly the opposite effects. Rates are levied
exclusively on the value of land alone — houses,
shops, factories, farm buildings and other improvements are completely
RATE-EXEMPT.
Extensive overseas experience (in some places for
more than 60 years) proves conclusively that landvalue rating is practicable alike for city, town
and countryside, in countries "old" and "new".
It is popular with home owners and tenants,
shopkeepers and manufacturers, farmers and
other taxpayers, and the local authorities.
T A X REFORM. Present taxes penalise labour,
industry and trade, raise the cost of production,
and make goods dearer at home and in our overseas markets.
Substitution of a LAND VALUE TAX for
other taxes would have opposite effects. By
making the speculative withholding and underdevelopment of land unprofitable, it would promote the fullest and best use of land. This would
increase opportunities for industry and employment. Further, it would bring down manufacturers' and traders' costs and consequently the
cost of living.
FREE TRADE. It is a basic human right of
every man to buy whatever he likes from whom
and from where he chooses. Tariff taxes, quota
restrictions, Exchange Control and other protectionist devices frustrate this right. They make
goods dearer, foster monopolies, and impair international relations. Trade is a two-way exchange
—if the foreigner cannot sell his goods to us,
he cannot buy ours. Tariff-blockaded ports hurt
the people inside Britain who want to buy far
more than the foreigner outside who would like
to sell to them. Whatever other countries may
or may not do about their trade barriers, Britain
should remove hers.

'The present rating system is illogical and unsatisfac
tory," wrote H. G. Garside (Ealing South) "but I do not
accept that your alternative is significantly better."
Alan Pratley (Gosport) wrote: "I have long shared the
general dissatisfaction in this country with our present
rat.'n-j system, and I would certainly lend my support to
legislation designed to introduce land-value rating. One of
the best schemes for such a measure is put forward in a
pamphlet with which you are doubtless familiar, called
The Rating of Site Values by the late Richard Stokes, P.C.,
M.P. (Published by the Labour Party in 1955). I could
not at this stage support the complete substitution of a
land value tax for all others taxes, although there is a
case for making experiments with such a tax".
Although unwilling to commit himself, D. G. Reynolds
(Portsmouth, Langstone) believes that "there is much to be
said for the land value rating system".
Edgar Simpkins (Folkestone): "The present system of
rating is illogical and frequently unfair and should therefore be changed. As a local Councillor in Islington I feel
this strongly and if returned would press vigorously for
the reform of local Government powers, boundaries and
finance. I am not yet convinced that land value rating is
the fairest method or whether a local income tax is preferable but would be glad to receive more of your literature. I want the rates reformed".
Ashley Bramall (Bexley) is a former Labour M.P., a
barrister and a member of Westminster City Council. His
chief interests include housing and local government and
yet, in a letter to one of our Bexley readers, he confessed:
"I entirely a'jree with your views on the unfairness of rating as a form of taxation. I am afraid that I have not
studied the question of land value taxation sufficiently to
arrive at a conclusion on this as an alternative".
LIBERAL PARTY
T^ORTY-FOUR Liberal candidates replied "yes" to all
three questions. None of them was elected.
A further eighteen, equally unsuccessful, either pledged
qualified support or left one or more questions unanswered
Only one candidate — Mr. D. Ridley — was completely
out of step. He opposed the Home Secretary, Mr. R. A.
Butler, at Saffron Walden, as a "Liberal Radical". Declining to support either the rating or taxation of land values,
he wrote: "The matter needs far more enquiry before 1
could express an opinion. At first sight it seems that since
land values are subject to regular change it would be difficult to administer such a reform effectively". His answer
to the free trade question was a real howler: "Unilateral
action would not seem to achieve the desired effect. It
could well lead to a satiety of goods and insufficient exports to keep a balance of trade". Alas, the situation could
not arise; overseas exporters, like the grocer round the
corner, insist on receiving payment for goods supplied.
Unreserved support for our twin-edged policy came
from: Deryck Abel (Worthing); Geo. Allen (Bath); G.
F. Bilson (Birkenhead); Major A. R. Braybrooke (Guildford Surrey); David Brooke (West Ham North)—"Yes.
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100%"; K.. Brookes (N. Lewisham); Gordon Browne
(Carshalton); D. F. Burden (Altrincham and Sale);
Mrs. E. Dangerfield (S. Aberdeen); G. Vaughan Davies
(Withington) — "land value taxation instead of building
rating is Liberal policy"; L. A. de Pinna (Feltham); Lt.
Col. R. M. Digby (Petersfield); I. R. M. Davies (Oxford
City); Dr. Roy Douglas (Gainsborough); A. L. Ford
(Arundel); J. O. Galloway (Orpington); Douglas Geary
(Romford) —"I am entirely in sympathy with the aims
and objects of the United Committee";
Raymond Hancock (Loughborough); Joe Hart (Bethnal
Green); John H. Goodden (W. Dorset); Lyndon H. Jones
(Hornchurch); Miss E. Lakeman (Aldershot);
John McLusky (Dewsbury); John McQuade (Darlington) ; David K. Mills (Ilford N.); Colin Murchison (Ross
and Cromarty) ; W. A. Newton-Jones (St. Albans) ; Gerald
Owen (Esher); Mrs. A. Pearce (Bristol N.E.); Bernard
Roseby (Hallam S h e f f i e l d ) — "Certainly, this is one of the
Liberal Party's greatest proposals for tax reform";
C. W. J. Rout (Workingham); Harold Shaw (Shrewsbury) ; P. M. T. Sheldon-Williams (Billericay); A. L. Smart
(Derby S.) — "In almost every speech I make I advocate
these things" ; Oliver Smedley (Walthamstow W.); F. Tet- J
low (Knutsford, Cheshire); Richard Wainwright (Colne
Valley)—L.V.T. and L.V.R.: "I have strongly supported
this since 1935"; R. A. Walker (Ruislip-Northwood);
R. Walsh (Epsom); Geo. Watson (Cheltenham); W.
Watson (Dorking); G. Wellings (Chelsea)—L.V.T. and
L.V.R.: "I am 100% for it and will do everything in my
power to further this vital reform"; W. J. Wareham
(Bournemouth E. & Christchurch).
The 18 Liberals who gave qualified replies were: John
Baker (Richmond); Desmond Banks (S.W. Herts); Geo.
Bridge (Southgate); A. de Montmorency (Cambridge
City); S. Goldblatt (Rugby); Miss K. C. Graham (Skipton); Dr. E. H. Harris (S. Worcs.); C. A. Hart-Leverton
(W. Bristol); G. M. Harvey (Nantwich); Dr. L. Housden
(Basingstoke); K. J. Hovers (Sutton Coldfield); T. O.
Kellock (Torquay); R. Netherclift (S. Ilford); L. NorburyW lliams (S. Dorset) ; R. Rubin (Streatham) ; W. J. Searle
(Dulwich); K. Spargo (E. Herts); K. Vaus (E. Surrey).
Mr. Kellock does "not think that the present rating
system should be totally replaced by land-value rating—at
least at once". Dr. Housden "would consider". The remaining sixteen are in favour.
Only five of the eighteen pledged unqualified support for
a national tax on land values. They were Dr. Harris, Dr.
Housden, and Messrs. Norbury-Williams, Searle, and
Spargo.
Mr. Baker's support "would depend on the rate of tax".
Mr. Banks would "certainly support" if he was "satisfied
that the method of applying the tax was workable". Miss
Graham "would probably support".
Messrs. Bridge, Kellock, Netherclift and Vaus would
postpone support until after land-value rating had been
established.
Mr. Harvey is in general sympathy "but would require
NOVEMBER. 1959

to study the problem in greater detail" before committing
himself.
Eleven of the eighteen gave affirmative answers to the
free trade question. John Baker "would work for reciprocity first". A. de Montmorency "accepts present Liberal
policy" and C. A. Hart-Leverton agrees "with qualifications where it will affect infant industries in underdeveloped countries".
Dr. Housden "would consider" and Mr. NorburyWilliams required more information.
Mr. Rubin gave a suspiciously protectionist-sounding
answer: "Yes, subject also to removal of all other industrial restraints and fair play by other nations". Mr.
Spargo would "work for reciprocal free trade".
MINOR PARTIES
WO unsuccessful Birmingham candidates who replied
"yes" to all three questions were H. W. Maynard
(Independent Conservative, Hall Green) and Bert Pearce
(Communist, Perry Barr).
A Welsh Nationalist, Rev. D. E. Morgan (Llanelly) supports the land value policy but is not a free trader. His
colleague, Emrys Roberts (Cardiff N.) recognised that the
questions raised were "of the utmost importance . . . the
problem has been raised locally and after the election the
Card ff branch of my party intends to make a study of the
problem—speakers, discussion groups etc".
A Scottish Nationalist, J. Halliday (Stirling) is in process
of making himself better informed about L.V.T. But
"without a government of her own, Scotland and her
workers cannot enter on such a scheme" as free trade.

T

One of our readers received a letter as follows from
The Liberal Party Information Department
6th October, 1959
Dear Miss —,
Mr. Grimond has asked us to reply to your letter
of October 4th. He is sorry not to be able to write
himself but as you can imagine is extremely busy
just now. He asks us to thank you for your good
wishes and to say how pleased he is to hear of your
support for the Liberal Party.
With regard to the three specific points you
mention —
1) Yes, we would introduce land-value rating.
2) Yes, we would impose a national tax on the unimproved value of all the land in the country,
and hi addition a national tax on all annual
rate values.
3) We would work towards Free Trade by a progressive removal of all tariffs, quotas and restrictions that protect our home market. We
would also aim to make sterling freely convertible by abolishing exchange controls.
Yours sincerely,
(Signed) M. J. POWER (Mrs.)

Notes of The Month
ARMED SPECULATORS IN BRAZIL
/ ~ \ N E does not expect nowadays to be presented with
^ so classic a case in support of the principles behind
Land Value Taxation as comes to hand from Brazil, via
a two-column news item in the Guardian of October 3.
tt appears that in the Central Brazilian State of Goias
—an area larger than France with a population less than
1,500,000—a small village and its surrounding lands, totalling 463 sq. miles, has suddenly been thrust from a condition of almost idyllic state peonage into one of civil
war for the possession of the land, suddenly made very
valuable by the building of a national highway.
For generations, it seems, a type of peasant-farmer
(known as "Posseiros") have been permitted to occupy
thejand, which would be described in British terminology
as "Crown land", presumably without even the payment
of rent. Now that the building of the new State Capital
of Brazilia has necessitated the driving through of a main
highway between this and the city of Belem, the land has
suddenly acquired a speculative value, and the Posseiros
are faced with an invasion of get-rich-quickers, equipped
with fictitious titles, intent on dispossessing them and
reaping the harvest of land values.
These unscrupulous land-takers (known as "Grileiros")
are reputed to have the backing, as one might expect of
powerful political forces in the State. The Posseiros on
the other hand, have found a champion in the Bishop of
Porto National, Don Alona du Noday, a French-born
Count and one-time colonel in the French Army, who has
taken his people's case to the State President. The settlers
meanwhile, have armed themselves to the teeth and are
determined to stay put.
Here one sees in clinical isolation, as it were the
operation of the Law of Rent, and the consequence of
ignoring the basic principle that land belongs to the whole
of the people and no-one may claim exclusive right to
it without compensating the whole of the people by payment of the economic rent.
Had the State Government had the wisdom in the
beginning to say that, as value began to accrue to the
land, due to the building of the highway, a tax would be
applied to such land to absorb this value, this sorry
situation could never have existed. Furthermore the
highway would automatically have been financed out of
tnc tax.
WATFORD RATEPAYERS ALERTED
A NOTHER local newspaper has added its voice to the
growing demand for land-value rating. On October 2
- s i x days before polling day-the West Herts & Watford
Observer editorially advised its readers to
TACKLE YOUR CANDIDATES !
"As confused and bewildered electors sit before their
television screens, innocently hypnotised by Party propa182
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ganda on pensions or prosperity, it seems high time to
come 'off the air' and see that feet are firmly planted on
the ground and eyes are open to matters which affect the
pocket in other directions.
"During the course of the next Government, revaluation
of properties is due to take place—in 1963—and an in
crease in the total rate liability of householders by nearly
50 per cent seems inescapable.
"Surely here is a matter which election candidates have
hidden away too well in this campaign. It should be
brought to the front of every platform—forced there if
necessary. Barely a week remains before electors cast
their votes, but there is time enough to put searching
questions to all candidates about this outmoded system of
raising money for local government.
"Many ratepayers in Watford and district have not
recovered from the shocks of the last revaluation. None
should be blind to the effect on their future prosperityand pensions if heavier demands on the pocket through
revaluation under the present system are round the corner'
The anomalies, unfairness and illogicalities of the
system now in force, and perpetrated by all Governments
over a long span of years, are widely known, and they
are manifold. A strong case can be made for the introduction of rating by land values...
"Only Parliamentary action can ease what looks to be
a formidable burden ahead for ratepayers. The time is
opportune to tackle your candidates NOW."
INEQUITABLE AND ANTIQUARIAN
IVTOST local government financial officers would like the
new
Parliament to put local taxation on a sounder
more equitable basis. Local Government Finance, October
issue, remarks editorially:

"Far too long has the rate basis suffered from Governments surrender to the demands of various pressure
groups. To achieve the improvements desirable the temptation to postpone beyond 1963 the operation of the new
valuation lists must be restricted; both political parties
must have second thoughts on their avowed intention
about rent restrictions; when the assessments of dwellings
are related to realistic, up-to-date values, derating of
commercial and industrial premises must end; and there
should be at least a partial re-rating of agriculture."
barlier, the editorial (written before the Election) comments on the "tinkering with the basis of local taxation"
which occurred during the last Parliament. "True from
the beginning of this financial year the contribution of
industry to local rates has been doubled; but in many,
f not most areas this does not make good the contraction in their rate revenues caused by the derating of
commercial properties and the limitation of the rate
liabilities of properties subject to Section 8 of the Rating
and Valuation (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1955 And
d w e i n P 7 h a t W e h a d > t h a t i n 1 9 6 1 t h e assessments of
dwelling houses would be brought into conformity with
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true values has been deferred—perhaps to 1963, perhaps
to the Greek Calends."
Local Government Finance is the Journal of the Institute of Municipal Treasurers & Accountants. It would like
the new Parliament to simplify and consolidate present
legislation. "Above all the law of rating cries out for
codification. Parts of statutes going back three and a half
centuries still survive. There is a streak of the antiquarian
in most of us; but the state of the rating law is carrying
antiquarianism too far."
SHOULD THIS TOWN DIE?

N

ANTWICH, Cheshire, was one constituency where the
people had an opportunity to vote for reform of the
present harmful system of rating.
Mr. G. M. Harvey, Liberal, campaigned among other
things, to save the town of Winsford, in Cheshire, from
almost inevitable economic destitution by the only thing
that can save it, viz., the collection of at least some of
the value inherent in occupied but unused land.
The situation is grim enough, in all conscience. Winsford
is a town based on, and built on Salt. The salt, nowadays, is owned and mined by the industrial colossus,
Imperial Chemical Industries (I.C.I.) which, with the
adoption of modern techniques, is steadily reducing the
work-force. As a result a large part of Winsford's 14,000
population is now forced to seek employment in adjacent
towns. A consequence of this, of course, is that wages
are low in Winsford itself, and the wages earned by the
commuters are lessened by the cost of their transport.
So the town of Winsford, sitting in the middle of what
Mr. Harvey calls a desert, is dying because no one has
yet had the wit to put a rate on the unoccupied land, the
effect of which would be twofold, i.e., to develop the land
and thus protect the employment of the citizens, and to
provide a revenue for the town both adequate and just.
MOMENTOUS F R A U D AND DECEPTION

O

NE of the less scintillating facets of that many-sided
jewel — the truth —- appeared in the Farmer and StockBreeder two days before the Election. A brief editorial —
"Truth About Farming" — was hung on a peg obligingly
provided by the Prime Minister. He was reported as having
said (at Tewkesbury):
"Farming in Britain to-day is vigorous, prosperous
and efficient. This prosperity has been sustained by a
system of price guarantees. This is not a subsidy to
agriculture. It takes the place of tariffs and other
methods by which manufacturing industry is helped. It
serves the nation as a whole."
"These are indeed momentous words," pronounced the
editorial. They were "an effective and authoritative retort"
to those who taunted the farming industry with being inefficient and parasitical. They were "the truth".
Presumably neither the P.M. nor the editor would dispute that support prices constitute a subsidy. ("Money conNOVEMBER, 1959
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tributed by State to expenses of commercial undertaking,
charitable institution, etc., held to be of public utility"—
Concise Oxford Dictionary.)
Does Mr. Macmillan mean that farmers collectively are
not "agriculture"? Or does he want us to believe that
"agriculture" does not receive the "deficiency payments"
made to farmers when their produce fetches less on the
open market than the guaranteed price? Britain would
reverberate with an angry howl from N.F.U. headquarters,
if that were so.
A system which compels millions of taxpayers to pour
hundreds of millions of pounds into "agriculture" (however that word is interpreted) does not "serve the nation
as a whole". Producers and consumers alike are ill-served
by exorbitant land, trade barriers and other governmental
interference, monopolies and extortionate taxation. Agricultural support exacerbates these inflictions.
STATE INDUSTRIES QUARREL
'Y'HE maxim, 'dog does not eat dog', does not apply to
State industries. Just before the Election, Sir Harold
Smith, chairman of the Gas Council, accused the nationalised mines of having raised the price of his industry's coal
out of all proportion. Further, on several occasions the
National Coal Board had been unable to provide enough
of the right type of coal for gas-making.
Deprived of coal the Gas Council has been experimenting with liquified gas imported from America. Since
February one ship has made five out of her seven projected
voyages, each time bringing in a 2,000 ton cargo sufficient
to supply a town of 40,000 inhabitants for a year.
Describing the experiment—"perhaps the most spectacular thing the gas industry has done for many years"—
Sir Harold revealed that the Gas Council will shortly submit proposals to the Minister for building one or two
tankers to develop this service. He announced this when
presenting the Council's tenth annual report, on October
13. For the first time since it wafi nationalised, the industry
showed a deficit although seven of the twelve area boards
had made a profit. The mild weather and industrial recession had been partly to blame. Competition from other
fuels is severe. The industry and Sir Harold realise that
costs and prices have to be brought down: the aim is to
give the best possible service at the lowest economical
price.
How different from the coal industry. Coal prices went
up in July 1957. Since then unsold stocks have piled higher
and higher. By an ironic twist, the National Coal Board
chose the same day as the Gas Council to make an
announcement — that stocks are higher now than ever
before at this time of year. The N.C.B. has given a highly
qualified undertaking that coal should not be dearer than
it is now. It has categorically refused to cut prices.
Only a State industry supported by the taxpayer can get
away with such a refusal to face the economic facts of
life. No wonder the electorate rejected the Labour Party's
plans for more nationalisation.
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C»ELIX FENSTON talked about the fantastic boom in
property which has made him a millionaire. "It will
not peter out," he said. "There is still an enormous
amount of development to be done." Regarded by some
City people as the most brilliant property financier of
them all, he is boss of a property development company
called Eron, which is whipping down and replacing vast
slabs of London. "I suppose we're in it to the tune of
£9,000,000 to £10,000,000," he said airily.
Scattered around the country, but mostly in shiny new
homes in London and the Home Counties, are scores of
other property men—some of them dealing in millions
but rather fewer millions, than the Fenston breed. All
of them—their lives and their activities—suddenly came
into the sharp glare of public controversy last week because
of the Jasper affair. For the magic that enabled Mr.
Jasper to dabble in millions was this extraordinary boom
in the square inches of Britain—this hunger, bigger than
ever before, for land, for shops, for factories, for any
place to build the new booming Britain...
The fantastic expansion of Britain's three leading multiple share tycoons—Isaac Wolfson, of Great Universal
Stores, Hugh Fraser, of House of Fraser, and Joseph
Collier, of United Drapery Stores—has been based on the

Behind the boom in Britain's square incht

THE PROPEf 1LLIONAIRES
the magic touch that seems so simple
Under this Heading the Sunday Dispatch publ ir 29 a News Focus article by Gerald

McKnight

whi{ >i

same soaring property values. These have made most of
their numerous take-over deals pay for themselves.
It all sounds so simple. They tracked down a business
where profits had not reflected true post-war values. They
looked especially for those which had important freehold
properties.
Then they bought the company or business for, say,
£1,000,000 and promptly sold the freehold propertiesusually to insurance companies, crying out for this type
of solid investment—for nearly as much as they had paid.
They then became the insurance company's tenants, usually
on a 99-year lease. Thus they wound up with a business
for practically nothing except the extra burden of the rent

EDUCATING AN EDITOR
social malady is news—the remedy is censored. Suspicions that there is deliberate comoirarv Z
silence about the taxation of land values are fortified by this incident.
Extract from some of
the rejected letters are published below.
We cannot blame the take-over tycoons for taking adwhatever to do with bricks and mortar, or plant or goodvantage of the present boom conditions, but if the electorwill, and which are created not by the operators themate (and our politicians) were more enlightened, the
selves, nor by the individuals and companies they take over,
election battle would rage round the question of taking
but by the community itself.
site values by taxation, instead of around a (relatively)
It is interesting to note that most of these millionaires
minor matter of old age pensions. - W. Cadman, Enfield.
were originally "humble estate agents". That is the field
As one who has made considerable study of political
in which they learned their lesson about land values. And
economy and has also had upwards of 40 years' service
until the community as a whole learns the lesson—that
as an Inland Revenue Official (now retired) I was very
land values belong to the nation and are not "Property"
interested in the article.
in the sense that factories and buildings are—and draws
There appears to be no suggestion however that the
its major revenue from the taxation of these land values,
booms" so graphically described are in anyway unhealthy
we shall never achieve true equilibrium and prosperity,
signs in the country's economic system except perhaps the
despite all the frantic manipulations of politicians and their
minor reference to the "Jasper" case. - J. W Howard
Keynsian economic "advisers". — Peter Middleton, Barnes,
Harrow.
A good solid tax on the value of land would not only
The story Mr. McKnight article tells makes, in fact a
put an end to speculation in land but would tend to keep
complete case for the taxation of land values. Such a tax
the price of land down and so promote development.
would put an end to speculation in land, would return the
A tax on land values is used in many parts of the world.
community-created values to the community, and would
For some years I helped administer such a form of taxation
.eave legitimate capital gains to the enterprising and inand it has just the effect I describe. — E L S Tavlor
dustrious. - (Mrs.) Joan Waymouth, Godalming.
Kent.
'
Land
Values
taxation
would
have
revealed
increases
in
The really significant aspect of this fantastic situation
land values well in advance, so that proper use could have
>s simply that the fortunes these operators are making conbeen made of the sites without take-over bids. Tax falling
sist very largely of land values, values which have nothing
on the real value of land makes it unprofitable to leave a
184
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By good management they could and did increase profits
to balance this.
Charles Clore had very much the same formula. In
his most dramatic take-over bid of Sears, Britain's biggest
group of boot and shoe shops, he showed how mightily
it can pay. Before Clore started buying Sears shares the
business was valued in stock markets at only about
£1,500,000. His final bid was £4,500,000. Once the baby
was his, Clare sold off the freeholds and rented them
back for a sum that not only paid for his purchase of
the company but left a £4,000,000 profit. Today the Clore
property empire is worth around £10,000,000.
The property
*

millionaires,
*

pure

and

*

simple, have

good site undeveloped. Land speculation prices land out
of reach of a small developer but Taxation of Land Values
would return community-created values to the people and
legitimate capital accumulations would go to the truly enterprising and hard-working. — (Mrs.) M. M. Foster,
London.
A capital gains tax would fall indiscriminately and
penalise those who make capital gains which are solely
the result of good management, skill and industry.
A tax on land values would not penalise production and
would reveal increases in land values well-beforehand, and
ensure the proper use of sites without take-over bids. It
would not pay to leave good sites undeveloped. — P. J.
Mew, Westminster.
In take-over bids the prize is the increased, but concealed, value of a company's land and buildings. And
mainly the increase is in the land-value, for the buildings
themselves are slowly wearing out.
Land-value arises because of the community, not because
of the individual. Let us have a slow but steady scheme
for the taxation of land-values, so that the community can
itself gradually 'take-over' something that rightfully does
belong to all of us. This tremendous source of national
taxation would make it easier for future Chancellors of
the Exchequer to allow us to enjoy whatever we really
do save and make—but nobody can claim to have made
land. — A. N. Batty, Middlesex.
It is easy to look at a decrepit shop or pub and forget
that the land it stands on has a great value of its own.
Land values are rising fast: every time a road is built,
lighting or drainage installed, or a new bus route started,
up goes the value of the surrounding land. The injustice
NOVEMBER, 1959

followed a similar pattern. Most of them—like Felix
Fenston—were humble estate agents before the war.
Towering above them all (in terms of millions) is quiet,
self-effacing Harold Samuel. He bought his way into his
"imaster company" in 1944 for, it is believed, less than
£20,000. Today, that company, Land Securities Investment Trust, owns a huge slice of London. It has properties in Piccadilly, Oxford Street and Westminster. Its
assets total well over £40,000,000.
Maxwell Joseph is the tycoon who, with friends, bought
a controlling interest in Dolphin Square; agreed to sell at
a profit of over £3,000,000 to Jasper and Grunwald; then
lent Grunwald £1,500,000 to help him pay up—in return
for "a large number of the shares" as security. If the
missing Mr. Grunwald fails to repay, Max can have his
Dolphin Square shares back again at little over half-price.
He, too, is an ex-estate agent's clerk.
Jack Cotton of Birmingham, is another not-to-besneezed-at tycoon. Early this year he signed up three
property deals totalling £6,000,000, bought a £72,000
Renoir, and gave £100,000 to the Royal College of Surgeons. Cotton began at 21, an estate agent. Now he plans
to spend £12,000,000 changing the whole drab face of
Birmingham. His firm is behind a huge redevelopment
scheme for the centre of London.
*

*

*

of this is that value created by the community's activity
flows into the pockets of a few individuals. I have no
quarrel with a man who gets rich by his own honest efforts,
but one who gets rich at the expense of the community
should be stopped from doing so. — A. J. Carter, Essex.
This getting rich quick does not arise from commodity
dealings by private enterprise. It is a cashing-in on accumulated community values. It is not the acquirement of
bricks and mortar as such which is fetching huge profitsit is site value. In fact, in many cases, if the existing pile
of bricks and mortar were cleared holus bolus the selfsame sites would be more valuable still.
Nearly all of that money creamed-off in the present
boom is revenue the whole community is being defrauded
of.— j. H. McMurchie, Dundee.
What a shocking story of 20th century land monopolisation? And what a case for a thumping great land values
tax! Those millions so glibly passed from pocket to pocket
are created by the people who have to live and work on
those golden acres, not the tycoons. Isn't it time these
fantastic land values were appropriated by the Government, in the name of the people, and our crazy network
of indirect taxes on initiative, trade and private endeavour
scrapped? — L. Hubbard, Muswell Hill.
It will be apparent to any clear thinking person that the
enormous profits and prices quoted so freely, are almost
completely the result of increased land values.
Let the community make a take-over bid, before it is
too late, through land-value taxation, or go under while
being held to ransom by land monopoly. — T. Jones
Surrey.
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MILLS
Liberal
Ilford North
INFLATION. Contrary to common belief, inflation is
simple to explain. Recent Governments have been spending
more than they have collected in taxes and borrowings
(such as National Savings and Premium Bonds). To make
up the difference, they have caused extra paper money to
be printed.
The Star City Editor on 25th August, wrote: "It looks
as if 12 years of rotten finance and political extravagance has undone a century-and-a-half of sound
money policies. In Britain, as in other Western countries,
the markets — both Stock Exchange and money markets
— are flooded with the Government paper."
During this period, paper money in circulation has increased by over 50 per cent from 1,284 million to 2,000
million pounds. Inflation makes a mockery of savings and
pensions, and is a major factor in the rising cost of living.
Liberals will insist on a policy of sound money and call a
halt to deliberate inflation.
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RATES & TAXES. There is much justified complaint
about our chaotic, patchwork rating system. Here is a
Heath Robinson system of different valuations and different
levels of rating for different classes of property.
We Liberals want a completely new system. At present,
you pay rates according to the value of your property. If
you add a garage to your home, you have more to pay.
If you leave a piece of land completely idle, you pay
nothing ; but the moment you develop it, along comes the
rate demand, and it is higher if you build a good house
than if you build a poor one. Our present rating system
is a deterrent to good building.
Under the Liberal system, buildings and other developments would not be taxed. Instead, rates would be based
entirely on the value of the land. Site-value rating, as it
is called, has been tried in several countries, including some
in the Commonwealth, and it has always been a success.
As rates are on the value of a site only, initiative and
enterprise in development are encouraged, and the under186
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use of valuable land severely discouraged.
The following advertisement appeared in the Sunday
Express on 16th August this year:
"An attractive estate of carefully designed Houses,
Bungalows and Chalets situated on high ground adjoining the green belt, a short distance from Rayleigh station, which is within one hour's journey of London.
Omnibus routes pass the estate, and excellent schooling
facilities are nearby. Special features include cavity
construction, made roads — no charges, individual garage space."
Notice how the advertisement says very little about the
buildings themselves, but talks instead of the "green belt",
the railway giving easy access to London, the bus routes,
the good schools, and the roads. None of these things did
the estate owners create themselves. What they are selling
are the general activities of the community as a whole.
The value of the location, of the site, is not a value
privately created, but one communally created. It is there
fore right and proper that it should be collected for public
revenue purposes, and indeed very wrong that it should
be allowed to go into private hands.
The Liberal proposal for taxes is therefore similar to
that for local rates. The burden of taxation should be
placed on land values.
The taxes which now provide the national revenue are
very harmful. Hi^h rates of Income Tax and Surtax reduce the incentive to work and save; Purchase Tax, Import Duties, and Entertainments Tax, all add needlessly to
the cost of living; Death Duties hit at accumulated savings,
regardless of circumstances.
Land Value Taxation is very different:
It cannot hinder production or raise prices — in fact it
would have the very opposite effect, since it leaves
developments tax free.
It cannot be avoided. Today, tax evasion is almost an
industry in itself.
It has far-reaching economic effects, which would result in a freer, more flexible, and expanding economy.
Breaking land speculation and land monopoly would
mean higher wages, and a just return on invested capital.
Land Value Taxation is not just another tax. It is meant
progressively to replace existing taxes. What it means is
that land rents which at present are wrongfully going into
private pockets will, in future, be the basis of national
revenue.
Land values are community values, and not a penny
should be raised in taxes on goods and personal incomes
while any of that land value remains uncollected.
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MONOPOLY & THE COST OF LIVING. The Con
servatives established a Sugar Board to buy sugar from
Commonwealth producers at guaranteed prices higher than
world market prices. Not only has this made sugar needlessly expensive, but the Board has also been running at
a substantial loss which the taxpayer has to meet. This
is just one illustration of the way in which the things we
want to buy are made costly. Butter is another spectacular
case. In a year, the price per pound has risen from Is. 9d.
to 4s. 2d. as a result of the Government's action in cutting
off imports.
Import Duties, Quotas, Licences and Exchange Control
air form a barrier against our trade with the rest of the
world, and raise the prices of those goods which, despite
all the obstacles, are in fact imported.
Because these obstacles to trade limit the available supply of goods in this country, monopolies are able to grow
and operate on the home market.
Agricultural produce is largely marketed by producercontrolled Boards with monopoly powers. To take potatoes
as one example; acreage limits are set and must be observed, and only registered producers may make a business
*
*
*
PEACE. A real, stable and lasting peace cannot be
based on economic warfare. The way to establish friendship between nations is to allow their peoples to trade
freely to their mutual advantage. It has often, and very
truly been said that if goods cannot cross frontiers, armies
will. All our import duties and other restrictions on trade
should be removed over a period of five years.
HOUSING. If the housing shortage was ended, landlords would be forced to keep their property in good condition and charge reasonable rents in order to attract
tenants.
Wherever you go you find land suitable for housing lying
idle. Liberals would put a tax on the value of all land
whether used or not. At present the owner of unused land
gets off scot free.
The owners of these idle sites could no longer afford to
keep them out of use. If they would not or could not build
on them themselves, they would be only too willing to get
rid of them to someone who would. The housing shortage
would soon be ended. Free Trade would also reduce the
cost of housing by allowing foreign building materials
freely into the country.
UNEMPLOYMENT. When Land-Value Taxation is
introduced, every owner of valuable idle land will want to
put it to use to get some income from it with which to
pay the tax. There will be a tremendous demand for labour
to build houses and factories on land in the towns, to
maintain them when they are built, to work in the new
factories and to cultivate land in the country.
Under these conditions there will be no need for anyone
to be unemployed unless he is unfit for work. The few
who are unfit can then be helped far more generously than
at present.
With Land-Value Taxation in operation, instead of
NOVEMBER, 1959
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out of potato growing.
The picture is similar in industry. Quite apart from the
nationalised monopolies, there are many industries where
competition is severely limited. Public transport and road
haulage suffer in this way. The supposedly "free" steel
industry is dominated by the Iron and Steel Board, which
has the power to fix prices and veto development projects.
The stifling of effective competition by import restrictions
and other means, and the payment of subsidies (taxpayers'
money) to the favoured few, has often meant keeping inefficient industries when they ought to have been shrinking
and giving way to more efficient and vigorous ones. Indeed,
these latter have suffered because sorely needed capital and
skilled labour have been artificially diverted into the wrong
channels.
The effect of all this has been, and is, dangerously to
limit the growth of our economy. The plain fact is that
the cost of living is far, far higher than it ever need be.
Free Trade and the repeal of bad laws limiting competition, would work wonders, and release all the creative
energy which is so frustratingly bottled-up by monopolistic
practices and Government controls.

OLIVER
FRENCH
Liberal
West Ham N.
workers competing for jobs, would-be employers will be
competing for labour. Wages will be forced up to the level
where men really get what they earn—and they will be
able to keep it instead of paying it out in our present unjust taxes.
PENSIONS. The higher wages and lower prices under
Land-Value Taxation and Free Trade (see next paragraph)
will make it far easier for people to provide adequately for
their old age . . .
PRICES. Free Trade will reduce prices by allowing
foreign competition and breaking monopolies. They will
also be reduced by the increased production when all our
resources of land and labour are brought into use under
Land-Value Taxation. With genuine full employment governments will no longer need to raise prices by inflating
the currency to keep unemployment figures down.
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Why 'Rent of Ability'
Must Not be Taxed
S

OME modern economists believe that, just as the return
to land in excess of what can be earned on the least
productive land in use is rent, so the return to human ability
above a minimum, and the return to capital above the
smallest rate of interest obtainable, are what they call
quasi-rent. Consequently the proposal for a single tax on
land values is sometimes countered with the question, why
not also tax quasi-rent ? Surely, it is argued, to tax rent
of land and not rent of ability or rent of capital is to
penalise one factor of production while making no imposition on the others.
There is, however, a vital difference between land on the
one hand and labour and capital on the other, in that man
cannot live without access to land whereas, unpleasant
though it might be, he could live away from other men's
labour and without cap'tal (which he would soon manufacture). Since every man has a right to life, all men have
equal rights to the use of land ; but to assert that all men
have equal rights to one another is to deny that a man has
a right to himself—it is to acknowledge that society,
through the State, has complete jurisdiction over the individual. People have held this view, but it makes every
man a slave, and because he is "Tie property of '".he State
the individual can enjoy no rigt i: to life, liberty, private
property, or the pursuit of happiness.
Natural justice dictates that what a man gains by his
labour is his personal property; and that, capital being
stored-up labour, what he gains from his capital is his
personal property. But where land is treated as if it were
private property, one man can command part of the wealth
produced by another man; and because the landowner
takes what should rightly flow into the Treasury the
labourer has part of his wealth—his personal property—
confiscated by the government in taxation. Thus the
private ownership of land violates not only the equal rights
of men to life (and so their rights to liberty) but also the
right of true personal property. Let every honest man
gain as much reward as he can for his ability, provided he
does not exact a toll from others—let Mr. Tommy Steel
earn all that his fans think him worth, for no-one is compelled to pay to hear him; but, because without access to
land man cannot live, the landowner's demand for rent is
a blackmail that must be paid.
T71 VEN if the difference cannot be seen between land •—
which is a gift to mankind—and that for which man
works and is therefore entitled to have ownership, to tax
"rent of ability" would be folly. The land-value tax is
simple to collect and stimulates production by ensuring that
land is put to its best use; the tax on "rent of ability", if in
a form similar to the present income tax, would be very
complicated, accompanied by a profusion of claims and
counter-claims, and would retard production.
If the difficulties of determining what constitutes "ability"
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and of differentiating natural from acquired ability could
be overcome, and "rent of ability" evaluated without
reference to income, to tax it fully would involve direction
of labour. As the land-value tax encourages the best use
of land, so the "rent-of ability-tax" would presumably be
designed to encourage the best use of human resources,
and would fall on ability whether or not it was being used.
A man working at a job he enjoyed who possessed the
ability to produce more would therefore be compelled to
change his job to use his ability to the full, for only by
doing this could he afford to pay the tax. Civil servants,
for example, and probably many others would have to be
exempt from the tax.
If the tax fell on all ability, both natural and acquired,
no-one would study, or try to increase his skill, and society
would retrogress.
A TAX on "rent" of capital would be equally absurd: the
immediate result would be the withdrawal of capital
from all industries except those where the rate of interest
was lowest, and to prevent the capital-bereft industries from
disappearing the State would be obliged to take them over
—no doubt by investing the proceeds of the tax on interest,
though minus the cost of its collection. Communists are
recommended to place a tax on "rent" of capital—it is a
splendid means of making nationalisation appear to be in
the interest of the people. The flow of capital from industries in which the return was high to industries where
it was low would reduce the marginal rate of interest, and
capital would earn so little that it would become unprofitable to invest it or even to produce it. Eventually there
would be no capital at all.
It is plain that whereas the tax on land values is direct,
and not necessarily on the income of the landowner, it
would be impossible to levy complete and direct taxes on
human ability or on "rent" of capital. To be tolerable
such taxes would have to fall on all wages and interest
received as income, and could be partial only. A graduated
income tax is a very crude method of taxing ability, open
to evasion and full of inconsistencies. It violates a number
of the accepted canons of taxation—it bears on production,
it can be collected neither conveniently nor cheaply, and
it is not certain.
The aim of a just society is an equitable—not an equal—
distribution of wealth. Every man should earn wages in
proportion to the skill, the efficiency, and the hard work,
that make up his labour. If a man increases his labour
he deserves an increased reward; if his labour lessens he
deserves less reward. All capital is embodied labour, and
if a man be prudent enough to devote part of his labour
to creating capital he is entitled to a return on that capital
—interest is only delayed wages. Because of the private
ownership of land, the returns to labour and capital are
taxed, and equitability is upset.
L A N D & LIBERTY

The land-value tax does not discourage but stimulates
production, is easy to assess and collect, cannot be evaded,
and is simple, direct, and certain ; but the rough-and-ready
taxes on ability reflected in income are not only inferior
practically to the land-value tax but are wrong in principle.
They may be thought necessary if an abnormally high level
of government spending is required, but the ideal (which

involves the single tax) is for each individual to enjoy what
he produces—wages and interest—and for the community
to enjoy collectively what they have produced collectively
land rent. Judged by this clear principle it can be seen
that a tax on land values does not in fairness imply, but
on the contrary prohibits, a tax on "rent of ability" and
"rent" of capital.
By HARLAN TROTT

BOOK REVIEW

Public Power and Private Interests
THE CONSERVATION
FIGHT — From Theodore
Roosevelt to the Tennesee Valley Authority: By Judson
King. Public Affairs Press, Washington, D.C. $6,00.
HAT Mr. King calls "the conservation fight" has its
roots deep in what is fundamentally the land question.
We heartily commend his book in those terms. As a study
in applied history in the half century between "T.R." and
T.V.A., the author separates the myths from the facts
throughout some 300 significant and often exciting pages.
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One of the myths that have grown up around the folklore of American politics is that one way to tell a Democrat
from a Republican is to find out where he stands on the
question of public v private development of the nation's
natural water power resources.
The book explodes this one—as though it really ever
needed to!—by citing these forthright words by Borah of
Idaho: "I am in favour of absolute public ownership."
And in case there is any doubt where that staunch Republican stood on the question that is being agitated today in
the guise of "partnership" between government and private
companies, Borah is quoted as saying: "The leasing system
is a delusion so far as our natural resources are concerned
— the lurking rendezvous of incompetent service to the
public and corruption . . . The republic may be in some
instances strong enough to destroy monopoly, but it will
never be strong enough to regulate it and control i t . . .
Wherever private gain has ceased to be under the law of
competition the business must them come under public
ownership, where private gain will be eliminated. Whether
it is a railroad or a coal mine. Some will say this is State
Socialism, and so far as it is, and to the extent it is, I am
for State Socialism. Names have no terror for me. I am
for results."
It was Senator George Norris, who pioneered the fight
for T.V.A., of course. But such a conspicuous Republican
target as that had to be written off as a renegade, a Socialist in white Republican robes. But it is fun to see how Mr.
King musters up men like Borah and the big California
landlord, Republican Congressman William Kent.
It was Kent who wrote Louis Post about the time Judson
King was taking up his work as a Washington lobbyist for
the water conservationists that "I have been brought to
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do a lot of thinking about this land-owning privilege which
seems to me as absurd and as unjust as a privilege can
be." Kent was a tower of strength in the legislative battle
for San Francisco's Hetch Hetchy water supply, one of
the two statutes Congress enacted in the Wilson administration which had major effects on national water power
policy. The other was the Federal Water Power Act of
1920.
To appreciate the integrity and the importance of this
book, you have to realise the high calibre of Judson King.
His work as a crusading publicist for pub'^ ownership of
water power resources spanned the era covered in his book
from Teddy Roosevelt to enactment of the Tennessee
Valley Authority Act. He was corageous, intelligent, articulate to a high degree. Nothing points up Judson King's
perception more eloquently, his convinction that the public
power question was basically a land question, than his
reference to the focus held by Associate Justice Hugo Black
of the U.S. Supreme Court. During what historians dubbed
the Muscles Shoals Delirium, foes of the measure protested
against the entire nation footing the bills from which a
single region would benefit. It was seen that the plan would
not only provide flood control on the Tennessee but would
ease the flood danger in the Mississippi Valley, too.
Mr. lustice Black, then a Senator from Alabama, interposed : "But suppose it raises the price of lands bordering
on the Mississippi River or in the Mississippi Valley, then
we ought to have a legislative decree that the increased
profits which come from the raising of the value of those
lands by flood control shall be equitably distributed among
all the other states."
Here Mr. King goes on to observe that "it is manifestly
unjust that land holders should, without turning a hand,
profit from investments by the state or federal governments
to promote the general welfare; or, indeed, from the investments and labour of the citizenry. That is an untapped,
legitimate source of revenue with which the future must
and doubtless will deal as soon as the American people
come to understand the nature of fundamental democracy."
Shortly after laying down his pen, Judson King died.
It is no overstatement to regard his book as a public legacy
—as a monument to its author and an inspiration to its
readers.
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Six *.eeks after his election in Hanover as President of the International Union for Land-Value
Taxation
and Free Trade, the San Francisco E xaminer published this tribute to Mr. Joseph S. Thompson.

Mature Living
By ANITA DAY HUBBARD
Joseph Sexton Thompson has lived a very full life ever
since he was born in San Francisco on June 16, 1878.
He is still pouring new excitements and adventures into
it, out of sheer joy of living, at his youthful 81.
Just now he is writing a properly challenging book on
economics, to be published sometime this fall, tentatively
titled "Taxless America."
Last July, at Hanover, West Germany, he was elected
president of the International Union for Land-Value
Taxation and Free Trade.
He is presently chairman of "London Week," which
will be celebrated here beginning October 25.
His chairmanships and committee memberships in a
vast gamut of civic betterment projects are as the sands
of the sea, and he is active and constructive in all of them.
He is in constant demand as an after-dinner speaker.
After a sketchy schooling, his father encouraged him to
go into the chicken raising business at 15. It didn't work
out, and he was variously employed as office boy, "electrician and bell hanger," lineman, draftsman and superintendent for the Bay Counties Power Company now the
P.G. & E. Co.
Then he lost his left arm in a railroad accident, and
decided to start his own company. This was in 1906.
San Francisco was in ruins by the earthquake and fire,
but young Thompson founded the Pacific Electric Company that September with a borrowed capital of $1,000
and two partners. It was a prudent investment. He bought
the partners out, after a while, and became sole owner.
The company sells about $50,000,000 worth of electrical
equipment annually now.
A year ago, he resigned as president after 52 years "on
the same job without a raise in status" and became chairman of the board.
He moved his office to his home at 2411 Broadway,
where he has a full-dress view of the Bay. His wife is'
working there, too, translating a book on economics from
English into French. They keep pretty busy.
He feels that a well-rounded life, with lots of diverse
activities, is the secret of contentment. He quotes an old
sea captain friend who referred to a good ship, "all parts
bearing equal strain." His father left him a priceless
design for living, "Cultivate habits of industry." It has
been his motto ever since.
Joseph Thompson has always had an original mind. It
made him a successful pioneer in the electrical industry,
when electric power was still a hardly proven project.'
Having no formal, disciplined education to limit him, he
went ahead in a free-wheeling sort of way and did many
"things that couldn't be done" by inventing ways to do
them. He remembers that when he started, electrical
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workers were classified as "electricians and bell hangers".
Most people still used door bells pulled by a lever, instead
of the new fangled electric door bells run on a small
battery. Electric lights were still a novelty, in that gas-lit
age.
The Thompson clan still is a well-knit, loyal group of
siblings. With the exception of one sister, Theresa, who
died young, all are still living and flourishing. Kathleen
Norris, famous author, Mrs. C. C. Hartigan, of Washington, D.C., Frederick Thompson of this city, and James
A Thompson of Marin County, all get together as often
as possible to recall their youthful shenanigans as youngsters in pre-earthquake San Francisco.
Because both parents died early, Joseph and Kathleen
took over the care and direction of the younger ones.
Everyone who knows them agrees they did a very sound
job, and most particularly a devoted and loving one,
always seasoned with gaiety and laughter as a barrier to
any sort of disaster.
Joseph Thompson, for all his success as a nationally
important industrialist, his professional rating as Fellow
of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and all
his myriad other honours and attainments, is little concerned with the past.
He has no intention whatever of resting on his considerable laurels. The future is his challenge, and from
all indications, it will never be a dull one.
For one thing, he detests the idea that by coining pat
phrases and slogans, or naming a problem aptly, one can
safely file it in a neat pigeon-hole and feel content about it.
He is afraid that in the welter of professional "Disciplines" we may grow smug in our lack of original thinking, accepting status quo merely because it is labelled and
catalogued.
He feels that the older generation should stop being
so critical of the younger ones, and look to their own
challenges as leaders and responsible counsellors.
He loves the city he helped build anew out of the ruins
of 1906 and sees a great future for it as a world centre.
He is certainly a good example to his fellow citizens,
if boundless energy, a fertile and inquiring mind, and a
deep enduring sense of humour are what is needed.
His multitude of friends and admirers are certain it
is, and that he is a perfect example.
THE MILLENIUM IS POSSIBLE
READ

NATURAL LIBERTY
PRICE Is. 3d. POST FREE
John C. Cook, Box Bush House,
Henton, Nr. Wells, Somerset.
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Factual evidence of the economic effects of local taxation is afforded by a three
year survey of 350 Australian town centres conducted by the Land Values
Research Group. A summary of the G roup's finding were published recently.

Shops, Ancient and Modern
ROBLEMS of urban decay and renewal are encountered throughout the civilised world. Decay brings in
its train increased local expenditure and, therefore, higher
taxes and at the same time reduced employment opportunities and amenities. Renewal has opposite effects. Thus
the problem is of direct concern to the "man-in-the-street"
—and his wife—as it is also to town planners and builders,
shopkeepers and local government members and officials,
sociologists, economists and politicians.
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For this reason, the painstaking investigations into this
problem conducted by the Land Values Research Group,
Melbourne, deserve the attention of a wide public. Writing
in The Valuer last July, Mr. A. R. Hutchinson, B.Sc.,
A.M.LE.Aust., the Group's honorary research director,
reported at length on field surveys taken during the two
years ended May, 1958, in more than 350 cities and townships in five Australian States.
This ambitious project had a simple object. It was to
discover whether, and to what extent, development has been
visibly superior in areas where buildings, cultivation and
other improvements are not taxed, municipal revenue
being derived from a rate (local tax) on land values. The
land values system emerges triumphant from this searching investigation.
Mr. Hutchinson writes: "The principle followed in this
survey is the same as that used in agricultural science to
compare the effects of new fertilisers on crops. Test fields
are planted with the same cereal but one is treated with the
fertiliser while the other is not. The plants vary greatly in
size and yield if compared individually. But these indi
vidual variations are swamped out in the average over the
whole field, leading to sound conclusions on the effect of
treatment.
"So if observations were taken over a sufficient number
of municipalities under each system and conclusions restricted to the group averages, we could find whether our
fertiliser (taxation of sites instead of buildings) produced
superior results.
"The best yardstick available to measure the effect of
exempting buildings and other improvements is the extent
of modernisation or obsolescence of shops in the business
centres. Reasons for this are that shops are close together
in compact areas which can be easily studied; the effects
of competition in bringing modernisation are more rapid
than with residential development; there are commonly
accepted standards of conformity with shops; the condition of the business community disclosed by a shopping
survey will also be a reflection of the conditions of their
customers; and simple tests can be applied to assess
modernisation or obsolescence of shops."
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The towns studied are divided into five groups, according
to the number of shops contained in their business centres.
Shops are classified as "modern", "semi-modern", or
"obsolete" according to specified criteria.
One interesting conclusion is that where buildings and
other improvements are exempt from local taxes, not only
is the proportion of modern shops higher than elsewhere
but there are more shops. This is because customers are
more prosperous than they would be if they had to pay
rates on their buildings.
Another conclusion is that every city in the exempt group
has a much higher proportion of "modern" shops than has
any in the taxed group. The contrast is even more striking
for the "obsolete" category. None of the "exempt" cities
have any appreciable proportion of obsolete shops. The
group as a whole only averages 2 per cent. This compares
with an average of 25 per cent for the "taxed" group.
Thus obsolescence is more than 12 times as great.
Mr. Hutchinson's survey is reprinted from The Valuer
as a 12 page quarto pamphlet. Copies will shortly be
obtainable from our offices, price 6d plus postage. Australian readers should order their copies from either the
Henry George Union, Sydney, or Henry George League,
Melbourne or from M. L. F. Bawden, Land Values Research Group, 52 Guildford Road, Surrey Hills, E.10,
Victoria.

Pennsylvania
Unanimous Vote in Senate
for Land-Value Tax Bill
HE Pennsylvania Senate has passed unanimously a Bill
T
which, if enacted, will empower the councils of the 47
"third class" cities in the State to shift municipal taxation
from buildings to land values. It is expected that Senator
McGinnis' Bill —No. 535 —will be passed by the lower
House and signed by the Governor during the present
session. The Bill amends the 1951 permissive legislation
under which the councils of these forty-seven cities are free
to tax buildings at a lower rate than they tax buildings.
No city has yet exercised that option. Enactment of the
new amending legislation may provide the necessary impetus. Both the "second class" cities - Pittsburgh and
S e r a n t o n —have enjoyed a considerable measure of land
value taxation since 1925.
The circulation of Land & Liberty has increased by more than
60% net since January, 1957, and is stiU steadily rising. M a n y more
subscribers are still urgently needed.
Readers' co-operation is
invited.
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Land Value Taxation in Australia
By PHILIPP KNAB
A report presented at the International Union's Hanover Conference
A LTHOUGH this country cannot boast of a large
the whole burden of taxation comes down on the enterorganisation working for the furtherance of landprising owner. So much for the past and for the present
value taxation and free trade and although there are still
state of affairs.
a great many obstacles preventing these principles from
being put into practice here, Austria has been deeply injVTOW to the history of our movement and prospects of
fluenced by the ideas and ideals of Henry George and
the future. The wave of inspiration and new thinking
they have found devoted supporters.
which Henry George had evoked in the United States,
in Western Europe and indeed all over the world reached
Indeed when looking back into history we find that the
Austria at the beginning of this century and coincided
most popular of the emperors of the Holy Roman Empire
with the first awareness that there was something wrong
of the German Nation, of which Austria then formed a
in the life of the community. Housing distress and social
part, Josef the Second, introduced land value taxation in
unrest had attracted the attention of governments and
the 18th century. He was no doubt influenced by the
state subsidised dwelling co-operatives, garden cities and
French physiocrats and the edict introducing it in 1789
other endeavours, all excellent in themselves, but not
breathes a true Georgian spirit.
solving the real problem, were their answer. Georgeism
His "Grundsteuer" or Land Tax was later on the pattern
had come to Austria via Germany, where Damaschke and
for the Prussian and other German land taxes. It was
his friends had organised a strong and active movement
based on the agricultural structure of the economy prewhich, however, soon deviated from Henry George's
vailing at the time of its origin. In fact, even prior to its
principles.
adoption, land-value taxation had been practised in some
German countries in the 16th century. There were 9
Still they were spread by the German Bodenreformers,
categories of agricultural fertility to secure adequate
even if mixed up with other ingredients. A branch of
valuation. However, the powerful aristocracy and clergy,
the Bund Deutscher Bodenreformer (League of German
which were the largest landed proprietors, had seen to it
Land Reformers) was founded in Vienna and this city
that the assessment was entrusted to the bureaucracy.
owes Damaschke, and thus indirectly Henry George, its
Valuation proved so costly, slow and cumbersome that it
green belt which was established as a result of the former's
was repeated only at long intervals, so that the revenue
visit to Lueger, the greatest and most popular burgomaster
derived from the land tax, not keeping pace with actual
Vienna ever had.
land values, was insufficient and had to be supplemented
After World War I, when everything was turned upside
by all sorts of other imposts. Yet by 1848 it still covered
down, there was of course inflation and rent control and
about 16 per cent of the state budget. Among many other
a far-reaching change in taxation, still more to tfTe worse,
taxes a tax on house rentals (Hauszinssteuer) and houses
as indirect taxation with a vicious turnover tax, was inwas introduced with a view to obtain for the state a share
troduced. There was, however, also a move in our direcin the quickly rising urban and industrial land values.
tion, as a Bodenwertsteuer, or Land Value Tax, was passed
This tax became the root of the housing shortage which
in Vienna in 1919, to collect i per cent of the market price
has afflicted Vienna and the other Austrian towns for
of land, this price to be ascertained by annual self-assessmany decades and from which they are still suffering.
ment under municipal supervision. This method of valuation proved to be cheap as well as efficient. Some 75,000
The old Grundsteuer, rendered insignificant by arrears
sites could be assessed in 6 months by a staff not exceeding
of valuation and inflation, was finally abolished—in 1922—
50 persons. No doubt this land-value taxation would have
and like other countries Austria drifted into a so-called
continued, but for the exceedingly rapid inflation which
modern system of taxation consisting of some 60 imposts
made its proceeds illusory. So it was repealed, but it
of various kinds. These have the common feature of
constitutes a valuable point of reference when advocating
charging labour, enterprise and savings, but leaving land
our reform. It is always easier to make people follow
values practically exempt.
trodden
paths than to ask them to be pioneers.
With a budget amounting to something like 40 billion
Austrian Schillings—those of the provinces, municipalities
In the years following World War I, Dr. Ludwig
and social welfare corporations not included—the revenue
Thausing and Architekt Professor Siegfried Sitte headed
derived from the present Grundsteuer, which was introthe Bund Oesterreichischer Bodenreformer (League of
duced by the National Socialists in 1940, is merely 400
Austrian Land Reformers). They, and especially Siegfried
million Schillings, or roughly 1 per cent. As, however,
Sitte, undertook thorough studies of the problem of landthis so-called land tax includes improvements, i.e. buildvalue taxation and most of what I am able to tell you
ings, land-ownership in itself is only furnishing ± per cent
here today I owe to their devoted work. Siegfried Sitte
of the budget. Thus merely to hold land in Austria costs
was the son of the famous Vienna town planner Camillo
very little indeed; but as soon as this land is put to use,
Sitte and he had at his disposal the papers and data of
192
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d_cac!~; of urban development in Vienna. He showed and
proved graphically and statistically that the ups and downs
of home building and indeed of the whole economy were
closely interrelated with taxation which, as a stimulant
o as a deterrent, has a decisive influence on trade and
employment. Sitte was not a popular propagandist like
Damaschke, with whom he ulffered in many ways, but
he influenced many people by excellent clear lectures and
short essays, so much so that he succeeded several times
! : bringing his proposals quite near real'sation, convincing
mv.-istsrs and high officials.

Unfortunately the political repercussions, periodic
(hanges of government and civil wars prevented the
idoption of what he advocated. He summed them up in
draft of a bill called "The Law of Economic liberation"
(Wirischaftesbefreiungsgesetz). It demands the introduction
of land-va'ue taxation and gives a detailed sequence of
he gradual abolition of the other taxes. According to
lim the rate of taxation should not be more than about
on J half or two-thirds of the normal rate of interest for
mortgages, i.e. 2-3 per cent of the value of the land—as
different from its market price—so as to be on the safe
side in not hampering enterprise and production. This
r..i.3 would be suffic ent to cover normal public expenditure, as through the abolition of the adverse imposts the
real land values would emerge and rise so much that the
share collected by the community would exceed the
amount these taxes had supplied.
Q jTTE laid great stress upon the difference existing bet5 Ween the market "price" and the actual "value" of the
land. The former he considered as the mere residue,
".pitalised, of what rentability, or possibility of net proceeds, had been left by taxation and other public charges.
In the appendix of my booklet* I have tried to illustrate
this by means of a graph. It shows that by adapting
taxation to possible net proceeds the maximum of workable land, of employment, of public revenue and of land
rent can be secured, and at the same time, marginal prices
reduced to a minimum.
Sitte died in- 1945 and since then our good friend Dr.
Josef Schwarzl has taken care of the Austrian Union of
Land Reformers in a most devoted and unselfish way.
We have only a few members but we have kept up our
persistent efforts to spread the ethics and ideas of Henry
George. From time to time we arrange larger meetings
—once we had the pleasure of a young American Georgeist, Carl Shaw of Detroit lecturing in English to Austrian
students, but as a rule our efforts are concentrated on
influencing politicians and men in charge of public bodies
such as officials of ministries, municipalities and provinces.
Especially among town planners we have met with understanding and sympathy and one or two of them have
become our members.
Die Steuer im Lichte des Naturlichen Rechtes ("Taxation
in the Light of Natural Law"). Georg Fromme & Co.,
Vienna, 1957.
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T THE great international Congress of Housing and
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Town Planning held in Vienna in 1956 we succeeded in
getting a resolution passed in which land-value taxation
was recommended. Perhaps the most important progress
in our direction was, however, the separate valuation of
land and improvements by optional self-assessment stipulated in the 1955 valuation law. Even this little progress
led to a more up-to-date valuation of sites, and, consequently, to an increase of home building and better
use of roads and amenities in many places. We have so
far not succeeded in modifying the existing land tax
(Grundsteuer) in a way which would enable municipalities
to tax land values and exempt improvements, but we
have succeeded in making headway in bringing about this
reform. There has been such an enormous increase in
land prices in Vienna and other Austrian cities lately that
public attention is reverting to it and this is favourable
to our objects.
Although nearly all of our members are old, mostly
past 70. a growing part of the younger generation is being
impressed by our work. It is difficult to get steady membership and co-operation but we are confident that in
snite of vested interest and biased and sophisticated official political economy, reason and justice will finally be
victorious, for after all they have an echo in every human
breast.

INFLATION
This letter bears on the review of George Winder's new
book, A Short History of Money, published in our August
issue. Pressure on space has delayed publication.
To the Editor of Land & Liberty.
Sir—An outstanding requirement of modern economics
is a proper understanding of the principles of money and
credit.
A sound thesis is a correct thesis. There may be several
theses on the same subject, but they must deal with differ
cnt apects of the subject and wherever they touch they
must fit, and where they overlap they must say the same
things. Wherever there is contradiction there must bt
falsity.
Some months ago the Governor of the Bank of England,
interviewed on television, said quite clearly that the main
function of the Bank was to issue its notes on demand and
after they had done their work in society, to receive them
back again and destroy them.
The Governor did not say that they were issued against
deposit of valuable security. He was not in fact asked that
question. In any case there could only be one answer
Bankers are businessmen and only lend up to amounts
covered by deposited security.
Precisely the same conditions and principles of issue,
circulation and redemption govern money forms which
achieve the status of currency as govern those which issue
from institutions which do not enjoy monopoly rights. Thev
all implement the exchange of goods with equal facility and
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satisfaction. A sound cheque that is refused can always
be changed into cash at the right bank, creating some delay,
and by comparison some inconvenience and thus achieving
a lower status than currency, but a bad cheque is no worse
than a bad note or a bad coin of the same amount. If a
note number was carefully recorded and then the note
burnt whilst in circulation, the issuing authority would
release the security, as their only concern would be to know
what had happened to their money form. Money there
fore is not wealth apart from any independent value in the
money forms themselves, (as there is in metal). If the
notes are burnt without reliable record of their numbers
then the man who does it will lose his money, or, what is
the same thing, if he was the depositor of the security he
loses that also, and that means that he forfeits his ownership of the land and buildings represented by the
documents.
Money forms are really documents of title and in principle are not one whit better than pawn tickets. If bankers
were classed with pawnbrokers and compelled to show the
three golden balls the public would not be in any way
misled. The pawnbroker's operations being on a much

smaller scale, he stows the securities in his fixtures. The
banker's securities are spread out over the land, include
the land and the buildings and what goes on inside then
and he holds in his safe the documents of title only. If a'
pawnbroker enlarged his work to comprehend advances
upon land and buildings, his tickets, if issued in reasorable denominations and carrying with them a good repu
tation, would become money.

The description of credit money outlined in paras. 9, 10
and 11 is excellent. It makes it quite clear why, except in
almost purely notional ways, bankers cannot inflate th
currency by issuing forms without redemption but there i
no need to imply a difference in kind to currency form,
merely because they happen to be the highly convenier 1
instrument at hand for Governments to finance emergency
operations by fraudulent means, i.e. by pouring mone
forms without recall by taxation into the financial arteries
of society, reducing the value of the whole of the current
like an overdose of water to soup.
Yours faithfully,
London, S.W.I 1.

W. E. FOX

A new influx of students for the

Henry George School
NINETEEN CLASSES IN BRITAIN THIS TERM
fTlHE autumn term of economic classes opened during the
WEEKEND SCHOOL AT HIGH LEIGH.
third week of September with an enrolment of 240.
A most successful week-end organised by the School wa
Classes now in session are: Basic course, 14, Science of
held at High Leigh, Hoddesden, Hertfordshire, in Septerr
Political Economy, 4, International Trade, 1. New tutors
ber. The subject was "Social Science and Social Reformthis term are Mr. D. S. Brooks (Portsmouth) and Mr. T.
Speakers presented and analysed the teachings of the cur
E. Baker (Victoria). The branches at Muswell Hill and
rent economists, using as their main text book A Tex
Beckenham have re-opened with good enrolments. BeckenBook of Economics by J. L. Hanson, which is widely usee
ham made an excellent start with an enrolment of 36
among professional bodies as a text book for their examin
students. The tutor is Mr. B. W. Brookes.
ations, and is also used by the L.C.C. in their evening institutes. Speakers, in commenting on the various section
A study of the registration forms which indicated how
with which they dealt, gave their views as to the effect
students came to learn of the school, showed that some
such teachings are having upon political and economic
of the best results were obtained where there was compapolicies of the day. All who spoke confessed to their diffi
ratively little expenditure i.e. advertisements in local libraculty in trying to present current teachings in a logical and
ries, recommendations from friends and leaflet distribution.
reasonable way. They were handicapped by the contra
Liverpool did particularly well with the latter. Advertisedictions, omissions, and lack of clear thinking on the part
ments in the New Statesman and The Observer were resof those who professed knowledge of this important
ponsible for the bulk of the other enrolments.
science. It was agreed that speakers should be as generous
An analysis of the occupations of students around the
as possible in their examination of current political teachings, but in spite of this the modern economists came out
branches revealed that the largest single group of people
very badly indeed. The verdict, after long and skilful diswere students—31 having enrolled this term. Foremost
cussions, was that economists were no better today than
among the occupations represented were civil servants, enthey were in Henry George's time when he referred to their
gineers, teachers and housewives.
teachings as presenting a "chaos of discordant opinion".
The Dundee branch, which is running three courses this
This week-end school was of particular value as it enabled
term, has now secured its own premises for its classes. This
students to get a good idea of what was being taught outshould enable students to meet more frequently if needed
side the school, and showed them what to expect when
and provide a centre for social and other activities in con
crossing swords with orthodox economists.
nection with the development of the branch.
V.H.B.
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